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Abstract. In this paper we will address the conceptual schema design procedure
(CSDP) in fact-based modeling. We will focus on the modeling procedure of
‘cook-book’ for deriving the set-comparison and mandatory role constraints.
We will give an algorithm that can be applied by an analyst in an analyst-user
dialogue in which all set-comparison constraints can be derived as a result of
the acceptance or rejection of real-life user examples by the domain expert.
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Introduction

In conceptual information modeling, a number of approaches have evolved over the
past decades. In the mid-70’s two (families of) approaches to semantic information
modeling were dominant. The first approach and most popular approach was entityrelationship (ER) modeling [1]. This approach has evolved and has been extended into
numerous flavours of (Extended) Entity-Relationship ((E)-E-R) approaches [2, 3]. A
second approach that emerged in the mid-seventies was the fact-based approach. The
earliest incarnation of this approach was the ENALIM approach [4], that later evolved
into binary NIAM [5] and subsequently into N-ary NIAM [6]. The more
contemporary incarnations of these approaches are the UML class diagrams [7] for
the ER family of approaches and ORM (-2) [8, 9] and CogNIAM [10, 11] for the factbased approaches.
The difference between the ER and fact-based modeling approaches mainly
lie in the fact that the fact-based modeling approach knows only one fact-encoding
construct: the fact type, in contrast to the (extended) E-R approaches in which there
are (at least) two fact encoding constructs: the attribute and the relationship [12].
Another major difference between the two approaches lies in the presence of a
modeling methodology or procedure in the fact-based approach [6, 13], whereas such
a procedure is absent in the other approaches.
In this article we will investigate the modeling methodology or conceptual
schema design procedure in fact-based modeling. We will propose a precise
specification of the conceptual schema design procedure (CSDP) [6, 8, 9] in which we
will give a formal modeling procedure to derive set-comparison constraints [14] that
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is a further specification of steps 5 and 6 of the CSDP [8]. This specification will
consist of an algorithm that can be applied by an analyst in an analyst-user dialogue
leading to a complete procedure-driven derivation of all set-comparison constraints in
a given Universe of Discourse (UoD).
1.1

The running example: tax collection

In this article we will use as a running example, a simplified tax-collection universe of
discourse. As a concrete example we will use the following ‘tax-collecting’ form from
the (fictive) country ‘Utopia’. In the Utopian tax collection UoD citizens are
requested to fill-in standardized tax collection forms. An accepted tax-form, however,
has to comply to certain rules. In this article we will assume that these rules will be
derived using an ‘inside-out’ approach [15] , which means that we will apply the
explicit steps of the Conceptual Schema Design Procedure to derive these rules.

Utopian tax collection form 2011
Social security number: 354678
If you will become 27 years or older in this fiscal year please fill in part 1 otherwise part 2

PART 2

PART 1
Are you married:

yes

Your current status is:

no

If you have children please fill in the answer
to the next question.
How many children do you have ?:

3

student
employee
unemployed

Your gross income this year was:

Fig 1. Example ‘Utopian’ tax collection form.
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The conceptual schema design procedure in fact based
modeling

The fact-based conceptual modeling methodology distinguishes itself from the (E)ER
class of modeling approaches not only in the sense that it contains exactly one fact
encoding construct instead of two, but also in the presence of a modeling
methodology that can be used to create not only a syntactically correct model instance
but also a semantically correct (conceptual) model for the Universe of Discourse. We
will illustrate this procedure by introducing a running example from the domain of
tax-collections. We will also give a formalization of the ‘well-known’ procedure for
deriving uniqueness constraints in step 4 of the CSDP [8].
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2.1

Overview of the conceptual schema procedure

The first complete publication of the conceptual schema design procedure was
documented in [6]. The most recent version of the CSDP can be found in [8]. In table
1 we compare these versions of the CSDP.
Table 1: Comparison of steps in CSDP
CSDP
Steps
step 1
step 2

Nijssen and Halpin (1989)

Halpin and Morgan (2008)
From examples to elementary facts
Draw fact types and populate

step 4

From examples to elementary facts
First draft of conceptual schema
diagram
Trim schema and find derived fact
types
Add Uniqueness constraints

step 5

Check arity of fact types

step 6

Add entity type, mandatory role,
subtype and occurrence frequency
constraints
Check Entity identification schemes

step 3

step 7
step 8
step 9

Add equality, exclusion, subset and
other constraints
Check that the conceptual schema is
consistent
with the original
examples, has no redundancy, and
is complete

Trim schema; note basic derivations
Add uniqueness constraints and check
arity of fact types
Add mandatory role constraints and
check for logical derivations
Add value, subset, equality, exclusion
and subtype constraints
Add other constraints and perform final
checks
-

If we now inspect table 1 we can conclude that the first three steps in the old and new
CSDP are identical, furthermore, the ‘new’ step 4 is a combination of the ‘old’ steps 4
and 5. The ‘new’ steps 5, 6 and 7 have a slightly different order in which the ‘subprocedures’ are executed. The ‘old steps’ 7 and 9 are integrated into the ‘new’ step 7.
The old step 8 is integrated into the ‘new’ steps 6 and 7.
2.2

A formal description of the ‘new’ step 4 in the CSDP

Once the first draft of a conceptual schema is created for a specific UoD, the analyst
can elicit additional business rules from the domain user(s) by systematically
confronting him/her (them) with new (combinations of) ‘real-life’ domain examples.
The domain user only needs to confirm or reject the possibility that such a
(combination of) examples can exist. In this section we will give an illustration of
such an algorithm for the group of (intra fact-type) uniqueness constraints.
Uniqueness constraints will constrain the occurence of two or more fact instances in
which a subset of the roles have identical value combinations. It is assumed that the
basic information model consists of elementary fact types. This assumption has been
embedded in the uniqueness constraint derivation algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1. Uniqueness constraints derivation
BEGIN UNIQUENESS(IBIM) [IBIM is the trimmed conceptual schema]
WHILE not last fact type
DO take a random sentence instance from a complex fact
type template for this fact type from the example
UoD: (a1,...., aN): FTj IBIM
Take the first role from this fact type
WHILE not last role in fact type
DO Create an example sentence where the instance
of role m is altered. Determine whether the
combination of this sentence with the first
sentence is allowed
IF the existence of such a sentence is allowed
together with (a1,.... aN)
THEN add this sentence to the uniqueness
significant population
ELSE define a uniqueness constraint UC on
roles {1,...,N}g\m
ENDIF
Go to the next role in fact type
ENDWHILE
Take next fact type
ENDWHILE
END

Implementations of this algorithm in an analyst-user knowledge extraction procedure
can be found in [16]. After the uniqueness constraint derivation procedure has been
applied the analyst can add the uniqueness constraints to the application’s initial
conceptual schema (see figure 2).

Civil status
(civil status c ode)

r2

T he civil status for <r2> is <r1>

Ft 2

Am ount of children
(natural num ber)

Ft 3

Ft 1
r1

r3

r5
T ax Payer
(soicial securirty number)

Work stattus
(work status code)

<r5> has <r6>

Ft 4
r7

r4

r6

r8

Money am ount
(euros)

the gross income of <r7> is <r8>

<r4> has <r3>

Fig 2. Tax collection conceptual schema including uniqueness constraints.
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A formal derivation procedure for mandatory role and setcomparison constraints (the new steps 5 and 6)

In steps 5 and 6 of the CSDP we need to add the mandatory role, equality-, subsetand exclusion (set-comparison) constraints. A definition of set-comparison
constraints, together with numerous example of these constraints can be found in
section 6.4 of [8]. In this paper we will present a formal algorithm that can be used by
an analyst to generate a minimal set of examples that in an analyst-user dialogue can
be used to derive all set comparison constraints that govern the subject domain. The
analysis is based exclusively on the acceptance or rejection of a set of (combinations)
of real-life examples by the domain user in a dialogue with the (fact-based) business
analyst.
Algorithm 21: Set comparison constraint derivation.
BEGIN SETCOMPARISON_on_2_rolecombinations
let (R1, ....RN) and (RN+1, ....R2n) 2 be the role combinations
on which the set comparison should be performed.
Let (a1,.. a M) be a sentence instance of the fact type (FT1)
that contains roles (R1, ....RN) (MN)
Let b N+1,.. b 2N+L and g N+1,.. g 2N+L be sentence instances of
the fact type (FT2) that contains roles (RN+1, ....R2n) (L0).
Furthermore, let IM:={FT1,FT2}.
Create three user examples that reflect following fact type
extensions (FT1+FT2):
EXT1(IM): { (a1,.. aM)}
EXT2(IM): { (a1,.. aM),( bN+1,.. b2N+L) | a1=bN+1,.. aN= b2N}
EXT3(IM): { (a1,.. aM),( bN+1,.. b2N+L), (gN+1,.. g2N+L) |
a1=bN+1,.. aN= b2N}
Let the user determine which of these extensions refer to an
allowed population state for the universe of discourse by
showing (sets of) real-life examples that match these three
extensions one at a time.
The following resulting set-comparison constraints will exist:
IF
1
2

For a proof of the algorithm we refer to the appendix.
{R1, ....RN}  {RN+1, ....R2n}
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(Popstate1(UoD) [Popstate1(UoD)= EXT1(IM)] 
 Popstate2(UoD) [Popstate2(UoD)= EXT2(IM)]
 Popstate3(UoD) [Popstate3(UoD)= EXT3(IM)] )
THEN
(There is a subset constraint defined from role combination
(RN+1, ....R2n) to role combination (R1, ....RN))
ELSE IF
(Popstate1(UoD)[Popstate1(UoD)= EXT1(IM)]
Popstate2(UoD)[Popstate2(UoD)= EXT2(IM)] 
Popstate3(UoD) [Popstate3(UoD)= EXT3(IM)] )
THEN
(There is a subset constraint defined from role
combination (R1, ....RN) to role combination
(RN+1,....R2n) )
ELSE IF ( Popstate1(UoD) [Popstate1(UoD)= EXT1(IM)]
 Popstate2(UoD) [Popstate2(UoD)= EXT2(IM)]
 Popstate3(UoD) [Popstate3(UoD)= EXT3(IM)] )
THEN
(There is an equality constraint defined from role
combination (R1, ....RN) to role combination (RN+1,
....R2n) )
ELSE IF (Popstate1(UoD) [Popstate1(UoD)= EXT1(IM)]
 Popstate2(UoD)[Popstate2(UoD)= EXT2(IM)] 
 Popstate3(UoD) [Popstate3(UoD)= EXT3(IM)] )
THEN (There is an exclusion constraint defined from
role combination (R1, ....RN) to role
combination (RN+1, ....R2N) )
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
END

In figure 3 we have given a fact-based conceptual model plus the populations that
represent the extensions 1, 2 and 3 from algorithm 2. We note that the algorithm also
applies to ‘nested’ object types and to role combinations of nested object types and
entity types.
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xxxx

a1

FT1

FT1

FT1

A
(ac ode)

xxxx

a1

xxxx

a1

yyy

(a) extension 1

A
(ac ode)

FT2

FT2

FT2

yyy

A
(ac ode)

yyy

a1

a1
a2

(c) extension 3

(b) extension 2

Fig 3. Graphical fact-based presentation of extensions 1, 2 and 3 from algorithm 2.

We can now summarize the algorithm as a decision-table in which a given
combination of allowed existence or non-allowed existence of each of the example
extensions as confirmed by the domain user in an analyst-user dialogue leads to the
detection of (at most) one set-comparison constraint (see table 2). We note that for the
other 4 possible outcomes of the algorithm no set-comparison constraints will be
derived.
Table 2: Decision logic from the set-comparison constraint derivation algorithm 2.

EXT1
EXT2
EXT3
Constraint
type

1

2

3

4

Allowed
Allowed
Not Allowed
Subset1
(FT2->FT1)

Not Allowed
Allowed
Allowed
Subset2
(FT1->FT2)

Not Allowed
Allowed
Not Allowed
equality

Allowed
Not Allowed
Not Allowed
exclusion

The scope of Algorithm 2 is one pair of role(s) (combinations) in which in principle
the same entity types (or nested object types or a combination of entity types and
nested object types) are involved. In our tax collection example roles r2, r4, r5 and r7
are the roles played by the entity type tax payer. Hence, for each combination of two
roles3 that potentially can have set-comparison constraints attached to them we must
apply algorithm 2.
In this example of a conceptual schema we, therefore, need to apply
algorithm 2 for the following pairs of roles: (r2, r4); (r2, r5); (r2, r7); (r4, r5); (r4, r7);
(r5, r7). To illustrate the derivation algorithm we will show the application of the
algorithm for one out of six pairs of roles (r2, r4) in the form of a constructed analystuser dialogue in which 3 tangible domain examples are constructed that match the
extensions 1, 2 and 3 in algorithm 2.

3

Note that the number of combinations of two roles that have to be analyzed are determined by
the binomial coefficient which in this case equals: 4!/(2!*2!) = 6.
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Utopian tax collection form 2011
Social security number: 354678
If you will become 27 years or older in this fiscal year please fill in part 1 otherwise part 2
PART 2

PART 1
Are you married:

yes

Your current status is:

no

If you have children please fill in the answer
to the next question.
How many children do you have ?:

student
employee
unemployed

Your gross income this year was:

Fig 4. Tax collection ‘real-life’ example based upon extension 1 of algorithm 2

We will consider the potential set-comparison constraint that we will derive for the
roles r2 and r4. Extension 1 is supposed to be a sole instance of fact type 1: (married,
354678). The expression of this fact instance as a tangible user example is given in
figure 4, the verbalization of this example is:
The civil status for tax payer 354678 is married
If we confront a domain user with this example and ask him/her to state whether this
is an allowed example of communication or not, the answer is; yes, this is an allowed
example of communication. We can now move on to the creation of a tangible
example that embodies the example facts that are contained in extension 2 (as defined
in algorithm 2). This constructed user example is given in figure 5.

Utopian tax collection form 2011
Social security number: 354678
If you will become 27 years or older in this fiscal year please fill in part 1 otherwise part 2
PART 2

PART 1
Are you married:

yes

Your current status is:

no

If you have children please fill in the answer
to the next question.
How many children do you have ?:

3

student
employee
unemployed

Your gross income this year was:

Fig 5. Tax collection ‘real-life’ example based upon extension 2 of algorithm 2

Extension 2 represents an instance of fact type 1: (married, 354678) plus an instance
of fact type 2 (3, 354678). The expression of these fact instances as a tangible user
example is given in figure 4, the verbalization of this example is:
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The civil status for tax payer 354678 is married
Tax payer 354678 has 3 children
If we confront a (different) domain user with this example and ask him/her to state
whether this is an allowed example of communication or not, the answer is: yes, this
is an allowed example of communication. We can now verbalize the business rule that
is exemplified by this acceptance of the example by the user as follows:
Br1: A taxpayer that has a marital status can have children.

Utopian tax collection form 2011
Social security number: 354678
If you will become 27 years or older in this fiscal year please fill in part 1 otherwise part 2
PART 2

PART 1
Are you married:

yes

Your current status is:

no

If you have children please fill in the answer
to the next question.
How many children do you have ?:3

student
employee
unemployed

Your gross income this year was:

Utopian tax collection form 2011
Social security number: 784567
If you will become 27 years or older in this fiscal year please fill in part 1 otherwise part 2

PART 2

PART 1
Are you married:

yes

Your current status is:

no

If you have children please fill in the answer
to the next question.
How many children do you have ?: 3

student
employee
unemployed

Your gross income this year was:

Fig 6. Tax collection ‘real-life’ example based upon extension 3 of algorithm 2

Extension 3 represents an instance of fact type 1: (married, 354678) plus two
instances of fact type 2: (3, 354678) and (3, 784567). The expression of these fact
instances as a tangible user example is given in figure 5, the verbalization of this
example is:
The civil status for tax payer 354678 is married
Tax payer 354678 has 3 children
Tax payer 784567 has 3 children
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If we confront a (different) domain user with this example and ask him/her to state
whether this is an allowed example of communication or not, the answer is: NO, this
is not an allowed example of communication. The reason that it is not an allowed
example is that if the number of children are listed, a marital status must also be given
(note that this is not the case for taxpayer 784567). We can now verbalize the
business rule that is exemplified by this acceptance of the example by the user as
follows:
Br2: A taxpayer that has children must have a marital status.
When we now apply the decision table (2) in terms of algorithm 2 we yield the
following set comparison constraint that exists
There is a subset constraint defined from role
combination(RN+1, .R2n)to role combination (R1, .RN)
Which in this situation means a subset constraint that is defined from role r2 to role r4
(see figure 7) exists. We will show the final result of applying algorithm 2 on all 6
role combinations in the following set of (additional) business rules to the fact types
and uniqueness constraints in figure 2.
Br1: A taxpayer that has a marital status can have children.
Br2: A taxpayer that has children must have a marital status.
Br3: A taxpayer that has a marital status cannot have a work status
Br4: A taxpayer that has a marital status cannot have a gross income
Br5: A taxpayer that has a gross income must have a work status
Br6: A taxpayer that has a work status must have a gross income
The accompanying resulting conceptual schema including uniqueness and set
comparison constraints is presented in figure 7.
c2
X

Civil status
(civil status code)

Ft 3

Ft 1
r1

r2

T he c ivil status for <r2> is <r1>

T ax Payer
(soicial securirty num ber)

c3
Ft 2

r3

r4

c4
c3
X

Work stattus
(work status code)

<r5> has <r6>

c1
Amount of c hildren
(natural number)

r6

r5

Ft 4
r7

Money amount
(euros)

r8

the gross inc ome of <r7> is <r8>

<r4> has <r3>

Fig 7. Conceptual schema including uniqueness- and set-comparison constraints.
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We have now shown how a formal procedure will help us in extracting the domainknowledge in the form of set-comparison constraints that can be phrased as semantic
business rules by the domain user.

4

The derivation of mandatory role constraints

4.1

The mandatory
transformation

role

constraint

to

set-comparison

constraint

The mandatory role constraint, can be considered as a 'derived constraint' or a
graphical shortcut. This means that a mandatory role constraint can always be
replaced by one or more set comparison constraints, i.c. equality and subset
constraints. This means that when we have applied the steps for detecting the set
comparison constraints in the former section, we can map a subset of those constraints
onto mandatory role constraints using the template in figure 8 and the following rules:
Rule 1: Replace the equality constraints by two subset constraints (of different
direction).
Rule 2: For each role in which subset constraints from all other relevant roles 'end ' :
Create an mandatory role constraint for that role. Delete the incoming subset
constraints.
Rule 3: Retransform (if necessary) the remaining subset constraints (e.g. into equality
constraints).

Fig 8. Subset constraint(s) versus mandatory role constraint(s)
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4.2

The mandatory role constraint and set-comparison constraints and UoD
integration transformations

Now we have introduced a formal modeling procedure to derive all set comparison
constraints for a subject domain in an analyst-user dialogue in which the only userinput consists of accepting or rejecting (combination) of real-life examples we will
investigate how we can capitalize on these analysis results as a starting point for the
derivation of mandatory role constraints. If we take a ‘snapshot’ stance towards a
conceptual schema, at a certain point in time, it can be shown that a mandatory role
constraint in combination with the presence or absence of an entity type independence
constraint [17] can be replaced by a set of set-comparison constraints. In [17] it was
shown that in case a conceptual schema is adapted to cater for an extension of the
Universe of Discourse (UoD), for example by integrating two conceptual schemas,
that mandatory role constraints in the original conceptual schema might have to be
replaced by set-comparison constraints in the integrated schema that capture the
‘semantics’ of the original mandatory role constraint. In figure 9a we have given a
conceptual schema for UoD1.
Ft7

Ft5

r10

r9

r13

is supervisor of /is supervised
by
Employee
(em ployee ID)

c5

r11

r14

T elephone Extension
(extension number)

can be reac hed via

c6
Employee
(em ployee ID)

Rank
(rank c ode)

r12

c7

Ft6

r15

has

Room
(room code)

r16

Ft8

is located in

Fig 9. (a) Conceptual schema UoD1

Fig 9.(b) Conceptual schema UoD2

In UoD1 we have fact types and constraints that represent the following domain
semantics:
Each employee in the organization has exactly one rank.
Each employee has exactly one supervisor
Each supervisor is an employee.
In UoD2 we have the following domain semantics:
Each employee is located in exactly one room
For each employee that is located in a room zero, one or more (company) telephone
extensions can exist.
A telephone extension can serve zero, one or more employees that are located in a
room.
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In figure 9b we have presented a conceptual schema for Uod2. If we now want to
integrate Uod1 and UoD2 we can merge the fact types and uniqueness constraints into
one integrated conceptual schema. However, we can not do this for the mandatory
role constraints, because in the integrated UoD the mandatory participation in some
roles does no longer hold. We have summarized the semantics of the integrated
domain (IUoD)as follows:
Each employee in the organization has exactly one rank.
Each employee has exactly one supervisor
Every supervisor is an employee.
An employee can be located in a room.
For each employee that is located in a room zero, one or more (company) telephone
extensions can exist.
A telephone extension can serve zero, one or more employees that are located in a
room.
In figure 10 we have given the conceptual schema for the integrated UoD (IUoD).

r9

r10

Ft7

Ft5

is supervisor of /is supervised
by

r13

Ft6
r11

T elephone Extension
(extension number)

can be reac hed via

c6
Employee
(em ployee ID)

Rank
(rank c ode)

r14

c8
Ft8

c5
r15

r12

r16

Room
(room code)

is located in

has

Fig 10. Conceptual schema IUD

If we carefully analyze the conceptual schema of the integrated UoD in figure 10 we
notice that the result of the integration of the local schemas into a global schema with
global semantics has had the following implications in terms of the mandatory role
and set-comparison constraints: Mandatory role constraint c7 in the local schema has
been replaced by subset constraint c8 in the global schema. From this we can
conclude that the set-comparison constraint derivation procedure as was introduced in
this paper can also be applied when two or more local schemas must be integrated to
one global schema, i.e. the phenomenon of data federation [18]. By expressing the
mandatory role constraints as (combinations of) set comparison constraints the
process of data federation can focus on the derivation of set-comparison constraints
by using algorithm 2 for the ‘new’ role combinations that govern the integrated UoD.
After the additional set-comparison constraints have been derived and added to the
conceptual schema, the inverse transformation can be applied in which the mandatory
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role constraints that govern the federated UoD replace (some of the set-comparison)
constraints.

5

Conclusion

In this paper we have shown how the fact-based modeling methodology can help a
business analyst to explicitly derive all set-comparison and mandatory role constraints
in an analyst-user dialogue, by exclusively confronting the domain expert with ‘reallife’ examples of communication. The specific format of these examples is defined in
algorithm 2 which is a formalization of (parts of) steps 5 and 6 of the Conceptual
Schema Design Procedure (CSDP). The only domain input for this procedure is the
result of the acceptance or rejection of real-life user examples by the domain expert.
Furthermore, we have shown how set-comparison constraints can be transformed into
mandatory role constraints and the other way round, in this way algorithm 2 can also
be used to derive mandatory role constraints.
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Appendix:
Proof algorithm 2
WHILE still role combinations DO
IF
( Popstate1(UoD) [Popstate1(UoD)= EXT1(IM)]   Popstate2(UoD)
[Popstate2(UoD)= EXT2(IM)]  Popstate3(UoD) [Popstate3(UoD)=
EXT3(IM)] )
THEN
(There is a subset constraint defined from role combination
(RN+1, ....R2n) to role combination (R1, ....RN))
{ Proof: Suppose no subset constraint from role combination
(RN+1, ....R2n) to role combination (R1, ....RN) exists. In this
case it follows that: Popstate[x](UoD) [Popstate[x](UoD)=
EXTj(IM)|   [   {(an+1,.....,a2n)}    {(an+1,.....,a2n)}
] implying that a population state EXT3(IM) can be created such
that  Popstate(UoD) [Popstate(UoD)= EXT3(IM)] ). This is a
paradox. We have now proven that a subset constraint exists
from role combination (RN+1, ....R2n) to role combination (R1,
....RN)
}
ELSE IF
(Popstate1(UoD) [Popstate1(UoD)= EXT1(IM)] 
Popstate2(UoD) [Popstate2(UoD)= EXT2(IM)] 
[Popstate3(UoD)= EXT3(IM)] )

Popstate3(UoD)

THEN
(There is a subset constraint defined from role combination (R1,
....RN) to role combination (RN+1, ....R2n) )
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{ Proof: Suppose no subset constraint from role combination
(R1, ....RN) to role combination (RN+1, ....R2n) exists. In this
case: Popstate[x](UoD) [Popstate[x](UoD)= EXTj(IM)|   [  
{(an+1,.....,a2n)}    {(a1,.....,an)} ] implying that a
population state EXT1(IM) can be created such that 
Popstate(UoD) [Popstate(UoD)= EXT1(IM)] ). This is a paradox. We
have now proven that a subset constraint exists from role
combination
(R1, ....RN) to role combination (RN+1, ..R2n) )}
ELSE IF ( Popstate1(UoD) [Popstate1(UoD)=
EXT1(IM)]  Popstate2(UoD) [Popstate2(UoD)= EXT2(IM)]
 Popstate3(UoD) [Popstate3(UoD)= EXT3(IM)] )
THEN
(There is an equality constraint defined from role combination
(R1, ....RN) to role combination (RN+1, ....R2n) )
{ Proof: Suppose no equality constraint from role combination
(R1, ....RN) to role combination (RN+1, ....R2n) exists. In this
case it follows that:
 Popstate[x](UoD) [Popstate[x](UoD)= EXT1(IM)|   [ 
{(an+1,.....,a2n)}



{(a1,.....,an)}
]

[Popstate[x](UoD)=
EXT
(IM)|

[

Popstate[y](UoD)
1






{(an+1,.....,a2n)} 
  {(a1,.....,an)} ] implying that can
be created a population state EXT1(IM) such that  Popstate(UoD)
[Popstate(UoD)= EXT1(IM)]  Popstate(UoD)= EXT3(IM)] ) . This is
a paradox. We have now proven that an equality constraint exists
from role combination
(R1, ....RN) to role combination
(RN+1, ....R2n) )
”}
ELSE IF

(Popstate1(UoD) [Popstate1(UoD)=
EXT1(IM)]   Popstate2(UoD) [Popstate2(UoD)=
EXT2(IM)]   Popstate3(UoD) [Popstate3(UoD)=
EXT3(IM)] )
THEN (There is an exclusion constraint defined from role
combination (R1, ....RN) to role combination (RN+1, ....R2n) )
{ Proof: Suppose no exclusion constraint from role combination
(R1, ....RN) to role combination (RN+1, ....R2n) exists. In this
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case it that:  Popstate[x](UoD) [Popstate[x](UoD)= EXT2(IM)| 
 {(an+1,.....,a2n)} 

 {(a1,.....,an)} ] 
 [ 
Popstate[y](UoD) [Popstate[x](UoD)= EXT3(IM)| 

 [ 
{(an+1,.....,a2n)} 
  {(a1,.....,an)} ] implying that
a
population state EXT(IM) can be created such that Popstate(UoD)
[Popstate(UoD)= EXT2(IM)]  Popstate(UoD)= EXT3(IM)] ) . This is
a paradox. We have now proven that an exclusion constraint
exists from role combination (R1, ....RN) to role combination
(RN+1, ....R2n) ) }
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
END IF
Take next role combination
ENDWHILE
END
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